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Can Pulp Markets
Remain Strong Into Fall?
Increased demand from P&W paper mills and exports to China have kept supplies
tight, but a confusing mid-year rise in inventories could cause pricing battles.
— BY HAROLD M. CODY, CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
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G L O B A L C H E M I C A L PA P E R G R A D E M A R K E T P U L P S TAT I S T I C S
(000 Metric Tons)

JUNE 2004

MAY 2004

% CHANGE

Total Production

3,067

3,155

-2.8

Total Shipments

3,028

3,153

-4.0

Closing Inventory
Table 1. Market pulp production, shipments, inventory—June vs. May 2004.
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NBSK (northern bleached softwood kraft) USD
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BHKP (eucalyptus/birch) USD
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552.24
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553.72

Source: American Forest & Paper Assn.

FOEX PULP PRICES
1
2

Table 2. NBSK and BHKP market pulp prices for four weeks of July 2004.
1. Price reflects transactions in the U.S. 2. Price reflects transactions in Europe, represented in U.S. dollars
FOEX calculates the PIX value based on real trade information from buyers, sellers, and agents.
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“If there is to be any retreat in pricing, it should already be underway since
September is normally a month when demand for market pulp begins to strengthen.”
Price Confusion
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